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Design that sets you apart, technology that keeps you ahead
Web Development &
Web Design in Wiltshire
We aim to create high-converting, beautiful, & efficient websites
that ensure every pixel works for you & your customers.
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WE OFFER A RANGE OF SERVICES
Creating Fully Responsive, Optimised,
Branded, & Stunning Websites
Web design and development bespoke for small and medium-sized companies,
from branding development and realization to active and sales leads.
We are focused on a few core services that we pride ourselves upon. Our process works because we are dedicated to our skillset and what works in web design. We pass our professionalism, passion, and expertise onto you and your business. We operate globally but are originally from near Swindon in Wiltshire.








				


Website Design & Development					

Each of our websites is user-friendly, secure, speed-optimised, and SEO-friendly to be in line with current web standards, and the best practices.

Our websites utilise WordPress, which is a content management system and software that provides the tools for simple editing and maintaining of your website after it is launched. Our websites have been built and optimized to work effectively across all modern devices, such as phones, tablets, and desktop computers. We also use WooCommerce when creating an online e-commerce store is needed.







				


Search Engine Optimisation					

The creation of a website and the developed is just one of the initial steps in your company's online journey. The next stage is perhaps more important : getting your website seen, recognized, and noticed. We offer a variety of post-launch services including integration with social media as well as SEO services and free advice on ways to keep your website's content current and up-to-date. We provide ongoing support to customers on a pay-as you-go basis, as well as periodic software updates when necessary.








									

eCommerce				



									

UX & UI				



									

Maintenance				

We know what it takes to make customers come to your shop, look through the available products, feel comfortable, and purchase.
WPDesigns offers custom ecommerce website design for small and medium businesses. It’s a website; however, it’s also a retail store. We’re aware of both and can help you create an environment suitable to attract customers. With our expertise in websites and five-star customer service, we have the expertise to translate a selling process into a top-quality retail experience.




Our graphics design & website designs are custom-made as well as unique to the requirements of your business and brand. We will design your website from scratch or take inspiration from an existing website. Every project needs a new approach and gives full attention to the user experience, usability, and speed. Our staged and collaborative approach can integrate existing branding if needed and guarantees 100% satisfaction with the design. Websites are your online shopfront to the world where first impressions are vital, and communicating an impression of trust and confidence is essential.



We offer ongoing maintenance services to our clients on a monthly or yearly basis. WPDesigns will look after your website taking care of plugin, theme, and WordPress core updates, ensuring you have backup locally on the server, in the cloud, and an offline copy to keep your website safe. We are also available should you need help in resolving any issues and extra work can be carried out at a reduced fee.








Our Tech Stack
We utilise the best technology we can find to improve our efficiency and the overall user experience.
We use and would highly recommend WordPress as your content management system. The ability to develop a website that is reliable, easy to manage, high ranking, and the ability to adapt and to attract new customers is second to none.
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Reviews
What Our Clients Say
Our clients come from companies of all sizes and locations across the world!
Feedback is an incredibly important way to learn about a service or company. We pride ourselves on our feedback. All feedback is verifiable.
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Kevin M.
Credit Elevate
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 Delivered as promised and great communication along the way. Josh did an absolutely awesome job. Again. I look forward to working with him soon!
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Sarah D.
The Lausanne Guide
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 Josh was fantastically upbeat, highly responsive, and willing to go the extra mile at each point of our project, even when things became more complicated than we’d first briefed him. Our site looks fantastic in large part to his willingness to build the designs just right. We look forward to working with him again on future projects.
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Nayim C.
Arcade Mania
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 HIGHLY RECOMMEND!!! Timeliness, quality and dependability are what I believe to be the pinnacle of freelance service. In each aspect, Josh exceeded my high expectations. After my pursuit of the perfect web designer, Josh not only took on the challenging nature of our new site build but also made sure to gain a thorough understanding of our needs beforehand. Whether it was our weekly Zoom calls or messages in the chat, his communication and timeliness were flawless. There was never a point where I felt uncertain on the progress of the project. Deadlines were always met! Despite me changing the direction of the project many times, Josh’s positivity and patience meant we got there in the end!
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Callumn H.
Look Book
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 I was blown away at the expertise, professionalism and ease that Josh bought. He fixed what others couldn’t and was so easy to work wit, he went above and beyond and made my website more beautiful than I could have imagined. I’m so grateful and couldn’t recommend enough.
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Andy C.
Eurovoxx
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 Josh was such a pleasure to work with. Even before giving him the go-ahead for the project, he had done all his research and actually taken an interest in what we were trying to achieve. He gave us total confidence in what he was doing, and delivered a stunning end product. He also took the time to make sure we knew exactly how to do everything on the new platform, and has provided ongoing support and assistance since. It is really appreciated, and we look forward to working with Josh again!
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Case Studies
Our Recent WordPress
Website Projects
We help small businesses, and large companies from Wiltshire and across the world reach their online potential and see actionable results. We enjoy helping companies stand out from the crowd and thrive online by creating extremely professional WordPress websites, ongoing search engine optimization, and marketing campaigns.





See Our Case Studies






Need a New Website Design?
We Are Website Designers in Wiltshire
Contact WPDesigns to get your project started






			
Get Started












There are no Egos Here
Collaborative Excellence: Crafting Your Distinctive Web Narrative
We excel in our field, just as you do in yours. Our purpose is to work together with you to create a website that uniquely showcases your story.
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Craft
We build flexible, powerful websites that grow with your company & adapt to the times.
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Trust
Count on us for quick, clear, and honest communication. We respect your time, resources, & budget.
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Heart
We create value-driven sites that you’ll love and that drive business growth.
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Process
Our smooth, repeatable process reduces headaches and delivers better results.






OUR TEAM DESIGN & BUILD
WPDesigns Web Designers in Wiltshire
 
WPDesigns are a dedicated and passionate collection of web developers, website designers, and graphic designers originally based near Marlborough in Wiltshire. Whether you are looking for a new website, an ecommerce website, or a new web design for an existing site, our websites are built for you and your business, we offer a range of possibilities and ideas to help you going forwards. We aim to help businesses of any size to create an online presence and use our skills to help them achieve this.
We provided website design, hosting, search engine optimisation, marketing services, and UX & UI graphic design. We pride ourselves in our work and seeing the local Wiltshire businesses we have helped grow and thrive as they move forwards in the online world.
We offer our main web development services in Wiltshire and the surrounding areas of Swindon, Salisbury, Trowbridge, Chippenham, Marlborough, Hungerford, and Andover but often work with clients in the rest of the UK, the US, Australia, and France.
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Contact
Want Us to Get Creative?
We would love to hear from you!







Name							



Email							



Message							










SEND















WPDesigns Blog
Posts & Articles
The blog is updated with our latest guides, articles, case studies, and other relevant web design-related material.
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Brand Strategy 101			


Case Study »		
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Crafting a Successful Brand Strategy: Key Elements to Consider			


Case Study »		
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Crafting Your Digital Strategy			


Case Study »		
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The Power of SEO Strategies			


Case Study »		
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The Power of Digital Strategy			


Case Study »		
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Unleashing the Power of Google Analytics for Effective Marketing Strategies			


Case Study »		
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Ready to build your website with us?





Get Started
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+44 7449 169 314

	

						
contact@wpdesigns.co.uk

	

						
Collingbourne Ducis, Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 3EA




Design that sets you apart, technology that keeps you ahead.
© WPDesigns 2023
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Contact
Want Us to Get Creative?
We would love to hear from you!
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Email							
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Josh
Typically replies in minutes




Hi there 👋,
Feel free to message me if you have any questions.






			
Start Live Chat








    





                                     